
                           TRI /  Form R Reporting Module

FORM R

The FORM R module provides step-by-step guidance to chemicals reportable under SARA Title III, Section 313
(Toxic Release Inventory), and prepares Form R or Form A electronic formats, uploadable to EPA TRI-MEweb.

SARA Title III Section 313 compliance
The FORM R module guides you through the Form R / Form A
process and avoids over- and under- reporting.
The program features step-by-step guidance to lead you
through chemical identification, usage, release determina-
tion, exceptions, and exemptions.
Features such as sequential menu steps, progression charts
and a Wizard make it easy to complete SARA 313 reports
quickly and accurately.

“Real time” chemical inventory tracking by location. 
Tracks transactions by location for physical inventory,
purchase, usage and inventory transfers.

SARA, FORM R, or (M)SDS is required for this add-on module

INVENTORY

MIRSTM FORM R module creates an audit trail to document your
compliance effort through each step: usage calculation
worksheets, threshold summary and reportable chemicals listing.

Features selection tables throughout, with type-of-use codes
and release calculation equations to greatly simplify Section
313 compliance.
Large chemical database includes all listed Section 313 toxic
chemicals, including PBTs and Dioxins, and 19,000 category
chemicals that are not individually listed by the EPA.  Also
includes detailed chemical data:  CAS, EINECS, and RTECS
numbers, regulatory information, hazard classes and more.
Chemical-category locator function helps you find and
combine the Section 313 category chemicals.
Special-condition qualifier allows you to include or exempt
certain reportable chemicals.
Mass balance feature  accounts for all chemical usage.
Automatically transfer Air Release from the AIR module.
Transfer NPDES discharge totals and Off-Site Transfers from
the WASTE module.

Produces Form R and Form A reports
EPA TRI-ME web format.
Generate multi-year comparisons and multi-facility Responsib-
le Care Report.

Inventory calculations:  calculates usage, average and maxi-
mum quantities for any specified period of time.

Year-to-date reports: generates year-to-date inventory level
reports and projects reportable chemicals based on annual-
ized amounts.

Year-end reporting:  generates material summaries and inte-
grates with other MIRS™ modules for year-end Tier, Form R
and other compliance reporting, with automatic inventory unit
conversion to “pounds”.

and electronic files in

Accurate Threshold Determination: covers type-of-use, de mi-
nimis, exemptions, and individual PBT thresholds.

SARA Module
(M)SDS Module
FORM R Module
AIR Module
NPDES Module
WASTE Module
PERMIT Module
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CLE (CHEMICAL LIST EXTENSION) Module
INVENTORY Module
(M)SDS HAZCOM Module
(M)SDS NETVIEW Module
(M)SDS DISTRIBUTION Module

LOCAL Module
RCRA TRAINING Module
TASK MASTER Module
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Other Modules available for use with 
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SARA Title III Package
Worksafe Package
Releases Package

MIRS™


